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because the data lead1 find this atdifficult document to review
.inqto the basic assumptions are not presented and dose calculation
Lechniquer.i
and parameters are not included. I becamu particularly
suspic.lousupon our review of the coconut data at the meeting and
noting from Table 4 that the coconut clataprovides over half of the
terrestrial food-path dose. I wpuld feel khat~ at a minimum, the
original data should be found and a qooclanalysis be clone.
The GI uptake factors should be redone using experimental data
rather than reported factors from Larsen and Bloom and Mrtin.
At
the moment the p.qperreminds me of the two handed scientist who SaYS
that it is safe, but on the other hand it is not saEe. I still intt~ncl
to qet a detailed review of these factors out shortly.
The inhalation pathway is not much better. At the minimum, the
inhalation should be considered separately as ambient air (with and
without disturbance) and as local resuspension with time periods attached. The latter value could, perhaps, be estimtecl by resuspension factors.
I cannot check the dose calculations because I do not know’their
basic asswnptiorw.
I would alsc)add that it Ls disturbing to come down to the wire
and find this type of document and uncertainty. Perhaps we should
consider recommending a change in the overall management and funding
of projectsrrelated to the islands so that stucliesto obtain needed
data are expwiited.
More detailed cornmenesFollow:
II.

2.

P. 2, line 9. The statement that the transuranics are “...readily availdble...to man...” 1S wrong. Generally, there are a
number of discriminations against them.
of
2 liters of drinking Water per day
P. 3, line 6. The Viilu@
~eem~ high as com~)a~t>cl to the ICRP refcren~tl111.in.
IS there
eviclenceto support it?

,,3. P. 3, lines 13-14. l[~rea plutonium to americium ratio of 2
cc)1 is assumed. surely with the number of mcasqrmncrntsthat
COUIC1be chosen fkrn the data.
have been nude, a better value
to give much more americium than X
The ratio chosen appears
would }Laveexpec!xd.
4*

P. 3, lines 16-10. Is there a basis for the assumption that
one-ha].fof the surface transuranic concentrations will be

.
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in the

root zone? I would guess that Ln undLsturbcclareas
WOUIC1be less and in disturbed areas it COL1lC1
bc greater.
The pocentidl impact of plowl-ngshould be considered.
it

5.

P. 5, Line 4. A refere~ce should be qiven to the work of
Tho coc!fficit~nt
Iisteclallpearshigh to me, but I
Smart.
will IWV13a review available in the next week or so.

$.

P. 5, lil~os16-17. It should alsw be noted that khe EPA made
no attempt to justify their numbers and khey apl)earto be
assumed. In particular, there seems to Lx:nc)justific.~tion
uptake for 230Pu, except, possibly, with
~?~ using a higher
PU02 particles. In fact, Weeks, et al. in 1950 reported
on uptako from nitrate solu~ion over a range of 0.019 to 140
pg intake with no difference in upkake. Plutonium-238 was
useclto obtain the low mass feedings.

] 7.

p, 6, lines 1 and 2. The three orclersof maqnLtude should
not be taken as a result of experimental work by Larsen. I
suspeck
Lhnt it will be lower but must finish the review.

a. P. 6, lines 13-14. Justification should be given for the 10-3
uptake by americium. While data are scarce, what we have
indicates n somewhat lower value. AqaLn, this will bt? in
the review.
!9.

The discussion on the uptake is unsatisfactory in that the
liver
is not included and many of the va~ues quoted Lncluded
component
so that
they
are not strictly
comparable.
the url.ne

10. P. 6, l:Lne21. It sould be helpful to provide a better derivation for the plant uptake factors in Table II including the
actual data used.
This would enable
the reader
to batter
of tho values. Was americium aGsumcd to
assess
the validity
have ttw same plant concentration ratio as plutonium?
J1l.

P. 7, par. 10 It would be useful to the reader if the data
for the birds and bird eggs were included. In particular,
the concentration
ratios
tlmt were used in the calculations
should be included.

;12.

In the dose calculations throughout it would be useful
if the
exact parameters
(bono weiqhtt
onerqy of alpha,
etc.)
along
with the calculation methods wure given. It is not clear, for
example, whether the decay of 241Am and 238Pu over the 70-year
period

13.

is

included.

P, 12, lines 6-7. The mass loaclinqof 100 llq/m2 needs qix?atnr
justification, For example, the time period of sampling and
the activities
in progress
for the 80 Pq/m3 mel~tioned later
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